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Overview

◉ General Information
◉ Layout
◉ Security
◉ Memory Access
◉ Infinity Fabric
◉ Pipeline
◉ Caching
◉ Power
◉ Branch Prediction
◉ Multithreading
◉ Performance (vs predecessor)



General Information (1)

◉ Highest-performance enterprise-level server based on 
Zen

◉ Branded as EPYC 7000 series
◉ Released in 20 June 2017
◉ 14nm process
◉ Socket SP3 (also released in June 2017)
◉ Support dual socket
◉ Opteron 6k -> EPYC 7k -> Milan (2019)

Sources: [10][14][15][7]



General Information (2)



General Information (3)

◉ 32 cores System-On-Chip 
(SOC) design

◉ 8-channels of memory per 
“Naples” device. 

◉ Support up to 16 DIMMS of 
DDR4 on 8 memory channels, 
delivering up to 2TB of memory.

◉ High-speed I/O supporting 128 
lanes of PCIe 3

◉ Die size: 23nm
◉ Transistors: 19.2 billion+



EYPC Processor Layout  

Retrieved from [1]



Multichip Module 
(MCM) technology 

used in EYPC 

Retrieved from [2]



Security features on EYPC   

◉ Secure Root-of-Trust
AMD Secure Processor and Secure Boot

◉ Secure Run
Secure Memory Encryption (SME) and Secure Encrypted 
Virtualization (SEV)

◉ Secure Move
SEV-enabled servers, API, and third-party key management  

Reference [3]



EPYC Memory   

◉ Adopt the NUMA 
model.

◉ Infinity Fabric, as a 
scalable interconnect 
for on-die, 
on-package, and 
multi-package 
communication.



Infinity Fabric

◉ High speed, low latency, 
power efficient

◉ Scalable Data Fabric 
connects CCX, memory, I/O

◉ Scalable Control Fabric 
connects controllers

◉ Core communication using 
MDOEFSI protocol

Source: [8]



Pipeline - Fetch

◉ Four instructions per 
cycle

◉ Instructions from 
instruction cache or 
branch prediction

◉ TLB translates PC for 
instruction prefetch



Pipeline - Decode

◉ Op cache can partially skip 
decode

◉ Memfile allows 
store-to-load forwarding

◉ Can dispatch 6 µops/cycle 
to int units and 4/cycle to 
FP units



Pipeline - Execute

◉ 168 integer registers, 160 FP 
registers

◉ 4 ALUs, 2 AGUs, 4 FPUs
◉ Retire buffer has 192 entries
◉ 8-wide retire

Sources: [5][8]



Caching

◉ L1 and L2 cache per core
◉ Shared L3 victim cache per 

four cores

Sources: [5][8]



Power

◉ Consistent power draw/performance is key for servers
◉ Power/performance deterministic modes
◉ Per-core voltage regulation allows power gating
◉ Workload-Aware Power Management
◉ System Management Unit uses PID to determine optimal 

frequency

Sources: [4][6][8]



Branch Prediction (1)

◉ The key idea is to use a perceptron (the 
basic compute element of neural 
networks, essentially a simple model of a 
neuron) as an alternative to commonly 
used two-bit counter.

◉ The branch misprediction penalty for 
“Zen” is in the range from 12 to 19 cycles, 
depending on the type of mispredicted 
branch and whether or not the 
instructions are being fed from the 
microop cache

Sources: [16][20]



Branch Prediction (2)

◉ BP is now decoupled from fetch stage
◉ Next Address Logic: When no branches are identified in the current fetch 

block, the next-address logic calculates the starting address of the next 
sequential 64-byte fetch block. This calculation is performed every cycle to 
support the 64 byte per cycle fetch bandwidth of the op cache.

◉ 2 Branches per BTB entry (if branches in same 64-byte line).
◉ L0 BTB : 4 forward taken branches and 4 backward taken branches, and 

predicts with 0 bubbles. (No CALLs / RETs)
◉ L1 BTB : 256 entries, it creates 1 bubble if prediction differs from L0BTB
◉ L2 BTB :4096 entries, it creates 4 bubbles if prediction differs from L1BTB
◉ Return stack: 31 entry (2 * 15-entry in dual-thread)



Branch Prediction (3)

◉ The conditional branch predictor uses a global history scheme that keeps 
track of the previously executed branches. 

◉ Global history is not updated for not-taken branches. 
◉ Conditional branches not-taken always: not marked in the BTBs.
◉ Conditional branches after first-taken: predicted as always-taken.



Multi Threading (1)

◉ Goal: Utilize the resources in the 
processor core by allocating 
resources to two concurrent threads

◉ Running SMT on a single physical core 
will not double the performance 
because of resource conflicts, but 
SMT can get up to 40% improved 
performance on the multithreaded 
software



Multi Threading (2)

◉ Use Simultaneous MultiThreading 
(SMT) instead of the previous 
Clustered Multithreading (CMT)

◉         Competitively shared structures
◉          Competitively shared and SMT 

tagged
◉          Competitively shared /w 

Algorithmic Priority
◉          Statically Partitioned

Sources: [17][11][20]



Performance (1)



Performance (2)

Sources: [18]



Performance (3)

Sources: [19]
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Any questions?

Thanks!


